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Compactability + Portability
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UnbeatableSale.com
CompactaBag!

- Compressible Vacuum Bag
- Multiple Vacuum Holes
- Vacuum Chamber Base
- Wheels for easy transit
- Handle doubles as pump
Competitive Benchmarking

Vac Bags for Storage

Roll-Up Vac Bags

AsSeenOnTV.com

CompactaBag

Checked luggage capacity…

... but carry-on size

Wayfair.com

Standard Suitcase
Checked Luggage = Time + $$

- $3.4 billion in baggage fees
- $20-40 per bag on most airlines
- 561 million plane passengers
- 2.2 million "lost" bags
Vacuum Bag = Reduced Volume
More Holes = More Compact
Hand Pump = Reliable?
Future Challenges

- Refine pump/pull-handle integration
- Sleek suitcase cover design
- Explore additional features (compartments, handles, etc.)
Questions?